
SEE 
WHAT'S 
IN 
STOCK...

"We love food and we know where to
find the best ingredients for any

recipe from anywhere in the world."

A FAVORITE FOODS 
PARNTER

www.rolandfoods.com



Since 1934, Roland's versatile team of veteran chefs, food lovers and

logistics wizards have connected people around the world to explore their

culinary passions. Having cultivated multigenerational vendor relationships

and embraced the latest technologies, they are in a unique position to

support the changing needs of our customers. From procurement and

recipe experimentation to processing and delivery, Roland is driven by

curiosity. What can you create with Roland?
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Vegetables

Condiments & Sauces

Seafood

Fruit

Grains

Pasta & Noodles

Vinegar

Cooking Wines

Oils

Spices



The pepperoncino is a mild pepper with a

green yellow color and firm texture. Sweet

and tangy, pepperoncini peppers bring a

wonderful vibrancy to dishes without an

overwhelming addition of heat.

#3400111

WHOLE PEPPERONCINIS 

Size: 4/1 gal

The pepperoncino is a mild pepper with a

green yellow color and firm texture. Sweet

and tangy, pepperoncini peppers bring a

wonderful vibrancy to dishes without an

overwhelming addition of heat.

#3390238

SLICED PEPPERONCINIS 

Size: 4/1 gal

#3390251

ROASTED RED PEPPERS 

Size: 12/28 oz

Roasted Red Peppers have a delightful firm

texture and a bright flavor tempered by a

touch of smokiness. Convenient and ready-

to-use, they are perfect in salads,

sandwiches and dips.

V E G E T A B L E S
CREATE COCKTAILS ,  SAUCES,  

ENTREES,  & BEYOND



#7141361

GHERKIN PICKLE

Size: 6/5 kg

Roland® Cornichons are a French style gherkin

or pickle. Roland® Cornichons are picked before

they are fully grown and immersed in a light

brine for 1 or 2 days; they are then packed in

aged white wine vinegar. This process gives the

cornichons true European flavor and a crisp

texture.

Imported from sunny Italy, Roland® Sun-Dried

Tomatoe Halves have a sweet and rich flavor

and delightful chewy texture. They are ready-to-

use and add the perfect punch of umami to

salads, grain bowls, pastas and more.

#6510895

SUN DRIED TOMATO

Size: 4/5 lb

#6510899

SUN DRIED TOMATO IN OIL

Size: 6/32 oz

Imported from sunny Turkey, Roland® Sun-Dried

Tomatoes in Olive Oil have a sweet and rich flavor

and delightful silky texture. They are ready-to-use

and add the perfect punch of umami to salads,

grain bowls, pastas and more.

#3340561

PITTED KALAMON OLIVES

Size: 6/2 kg

Kalamon Olives are loved for their briny flavor,

meaty texture and attractive purple color.

Roland® Turkish Pitted Kalamon Olives - 230/260

are delicious eaten on their own, or used as a

topping on salads and pizza.



#3340605

PITTED QUEEN OLIVE

Size: 4/1 gal

Roland® Pitted Queen Olives are large green

olives with a slightly tart flavor. They have been

pitted and place packed within the jar.

#3340615

GARLIC STUFFED QUEEN OLIVE

Size: 12/4.5 oz

Roland Queen Green Olives from Spain are

stuffed with garlic and place-packed in tall 4.75oz

jars. These jars are attractively labeled, and

designed to reveal the luscious large green olives

within.

#6510601

CHIPOTLE PEPPERS IN ADOBO SAUCE

Size: 24/7 oz

#3340602

STUFFED QUEEN OLIVE

Size: 4/1 gal

Kalamon Olives are loved for their briny flavor,

meaty texture and attractive purple color.

Roland® Turkish Pitted Kalamon Olives - 230/260

are delicious eaten on their own, or used as a

topping on salads and pizza.

Chipotle is a vine ripened red jalapeño pepper

that has been smoked and completely dried.

Roland® Chipotle Peppers have a pleasant

smoked aroma and delicious smoked flavor. This

item comes canned in adobo sauce. It has a

wrinkled, dark brown skin and a smoky sweet

almost chocolaty flavor.



Roland Cocktail Onions are tiny, boiled onions

packed in glass with a screw top lid. They have a

typical milky white color. They offer a firmness of

texture which they will retain even after the jar is

opened.

#3350510

COCKTAIL ONIONS

Size: 6/32 oz

#3090100

CAPERS 

Size: 6/32 oz

Capers are loved for their sharp briny taste and

lovely green hue. Medium in size, Surfine Capers

can be used whole on sandwiches, salads and

sauces, or chopped finely and folded into dips

and salsas.



#3335700

EXTRA STRONG DIJON MUSTARD

Size: 2/5 kg

This smooth, vibrant sauce features the hot, piquant

taste of chili peppers mellowed by a soft, sweet after-

taste. Serve it as a condiment to perk up steamed rice

and vegetables or use to coat chicken wings for an

addictive appetizer.

#87198

THAI SWEET CHILI SAUCE

Size: 6/2 LT

Roland® Extra Strong Dijon Mustard is packed under

French government super- vision. It is produced from

ground black mustard seeds which give it a deep, dark

yellow color. The texture is smooth with no gritiness. The

flavor is strong yet without the high acidity of domestic

"dijons"

#3335710

GRAINED DIJON MUSTARD

Size: 6/137 oz

Grained Dijon Mustard, made from the seeds of mustard

greens, has a more textured and slightly milder taste

than typical Dijon mustards. It adds a pop of texture

and peppery flavor to marinades, vinaigrettes and

sandwiches.

S A U C E S &
C O N D I M E N T S



Tahini, a paste made from ground sesame seeds, has

a creamy texture and nutty flavor. A celebrated

ingredient in Middle Eastern cuisine, tahini is a

versatile ingredient and can be used in a variety of

dishes. Go traditional and incorporate it in home-

made hummus, or take a modern approach and whisk

it into your favorite vinaigrette.

Roland Thai Fish Sauce is produced from anchovies

fermented with water and salt, a highly concentrated

process that yields a thin sauce the color of pale

sherry. Used for Asian cuisine, especially Thai cooking.

#3715500

TAHINI (SESAME PASTE)

Size: 12/32 oz

#3020484

THAI FISH SAUCE

Size: 12/16.90 oz

#33255561

HONEY GARLIC SAUCE

Size: 2/1 gal

Deep dark brown in color, Fusion Solutions Honey

Garlic Sauce has a smooth texture, sticky with the

taste of sweet honey, garlic, and spices.

Roland® Major Grey's Mango Chutney is a sumptuous

blend of sweet mangoes and zesty spices. According to

legend, this chutney was invented by an officer of the

British army in the 19th century. It can be used to

prepare home-made duck sauce, or can accompany a

wide range of curries. Combine it with cream cheese

for a sweet and tangy spread or toss with chicken wings

for an addictive appetizer.

#3140500

MANGO CHUTNEY

Size: 12/32 oz



#3005105

ANCHOVIES

Size: 12/28 oz

Anchovies, a cold water fish species, have a

distinct salty, savory flavor and a firm and meaty

texture. Although widely known for their role in a

creamy Caesar salad dressing, anchovies have

limitless uses. Roland® Flat Fillets of Anchovies in

Olive Oil infuse sauces, stews and vinaigrettes

with a savory punch of umami.

Anchovies, a cold water fish species, have a

distinct salty, savory flavor and a firm and meaty

texture. Although widely known for their role in a

creamy Caesar salad dressing, anchovies have

limitless uses. Roland® Flat Fillets of Anchovies in

Olive Oil infuse sauces, stews and vinaigrettes

with a savory punch of umami.

#3005103

ANCHOVY PASTE

Size: 12/28 oz

S E A F O O D



F R U I T

Roland® Classic Coconut Milk has a vibrant

coconut aroma and sweet, balanced flavor.

Exquisitely smooth and creamy, it can be added

to any dish for a velvety texture that cannot be

matched.

#4075350

COCONUT MILK

Size: 24/14 oz

Costamar® Cream of Coconut is a smooth,

thick liquid made from coconut. It has a slightly

off white color and a sweet, coconut flavor. Its

consistency is such that it can be spooned or

poured. In addition to coconut meat, this

product has a small amount of the inner shell

added.

#3160130

CREAM OF COCONUT

Size: 24/15 oz

Whole & Broken Amarena Cherries in Syrup are

a sweet and slightly sour delicacy with a

beautiful dark red color. Extremely versatile,

they can be used in a wide array of desirable

culinary dishes. Add them to cakes and ice

cream or try them in cocktails for a hint of

sweetness.

#3160130

ARMENA CHERRIES IN SYRUP

Size: 2/2.7 kg



G R A I N S

Roland® Polenta, a staple of Northern Italy, is

made from cornmeal. This is a "quick cook"

polenta, coarse grained. It is also gluten-free.

#4105365

COARSE POLENTA

Size: 4/5 lb

Quinoa was considered by the Incas to be the

"mother of all grains". This gluten-free grains

now enjoys great popularity thanks to its

delicate, slightly- nutty taste and a pleasant

fluffy texture.

#3090115

RED QUINOA

Size: 1/10 lb

Arborio rice, a short grain rice with a high

starch content, is best known for its use in

risotto. Roland® Arborio Rice will yield a rich,

creamy risotto that can be served as a main

course, side dish or appetizer.

#3450210

ARBORIO RICE

Size: 4/11 lb

#3450279

JASMINE RICE

Size: 1/20 lb

Jasmine rice is long grain, aromatic rice with a

distinctive, flowery flavor. It is most often used

as a base for Indian, Asian and Middle Eastern

dishes, and is especially popular in Thai cuisine.

For an Asian-influenced meal, cook Roland®

Jasmine Rice in creamy coconut milk and top

with fresh mango.



Israeli couscous, also known as “Ptitim” or “pearl

couscous” is a lightly-toasted round pasta with

a mild taste and bouncy texture. It's delicious in

cold salads or served as a side dish with fish or

lamb.

#3090113

TRI COLOR ISRAELI COUSCOUS

Size: 4/5 lb

P A S T A  &  N O O D L E S

#3187502

TRADITIONAL ISRAELI COUSCOUS

Size: 4/5 lb

Israeli couscous, also known as “Ptitim” or “pearl

couscous” is a lightly-toasted round pasta with

a mild taste and bouncy texture. It's delicious in

cold salads or served as a side dish with fish or

lamb.

#3187500

ROLAND TRADITIOINAL COUSCOUS

Size: 4/11 lb

Couscous, a staple dish of North Africa, has a

mild, nutty flavor and a fluffy, airy texture and is

traditionally served alongside a tagine. It's the

ideal side dish for stews and dishes prepared in

sauces, as it absorbs their juices perfectly.

#3600302

PAD THAI RICE NOODLES

Size: 30/14 oz

Pleasantly firm and chewy, Pad Thai noodles

are wonderful in stir-fries and soups. Naturally

gluten-free, they are a key ingredient of the

ever-popular “Pad Thai” dish, where they act as

a blank canvas for a spicy and nutty mix of

bean sprouts, peanuts, and scallions.



V I N E G A R

Roland® Condimento Bianco is made from

grapes that are very lightly cooked down in

order to avoid caramelization. This low-acidity

vinegar is then aged in oak and chestnut casks,

creating an ideal balance of sweetness and

acidity. Roland® Condimento Bianco with

Balsamic Vinegar of Modena imparts a delicate

taste to any dish and is perfect for salads,

marinades and everyday cooking.

#3780732

WHITE BALSAMIC VINEGAR

Size: 2/5 LT

Balsamic Vinegar was born in Italy nearly ten

centuries ago. This sweet and tart vinegar is

made from cooked grape must, which lends the

vinegar a beautiful dark color. A tablespoon of

vinegar will add an extra layer of flavor and

brightness to dressings and sauces, as well as

marinades and stews.

#3850100

BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA

Size: 2/5 LT

Balsamic Vinegar was born in Italy nearly ten

centuries ago. This sweet and tart vinegar is

made from cooked grape must, which lends the

vinegar a beautiful dark color. A tablespoon of

vinegar will add an extra layer of flavor and

brightness to dressings and sauces, as well as

marinades and stews.

#3850104

BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA

Size: 4/27/2 oz



Roland® Seasoned Rice Wine Vinegar has a

sharp clean taste that is more mellow than

distilled white vinegar. The seasoning imparts a

slightly sweet flavor note.

#3850230

RICE WINE VINEGAR SEASONED

Size: 4/1 gal

Rice wine vinegar finds its origin in Japanese

and Chinese cuisine and offers a mellower

taste than vinegars typically used in Europe.

Roland® Rice Wine Vinegar has a bright, tart

flavor and shines in any dish when combined

with sesame seed oil or various citrus flavors.

#3850235

RICE WINE VINEGAR UNSEASONED

Size: 4/1 gal

"Don Bruno" label sherry wine vinegar from

American Roland results from the acetic

fermentation of sherry wine from the jerez de la

frontera region of Spain. This delicate, yet full-

bodied vinegar is aged in oak barrels by

traditional methods. Tawny golden color and

sweet sherry flavor and aroma.

#3850238

SHERRY WINE VINEGAR

Size: 4/5 LT



C O O K I N G  W I N E S

This rich and slightly smoky cooking wine is a

cost-efficient ingredient that will find a place in

any professional kitchen. Roland® Marsala

Cooking Wine will add smooth, well-rounded

flavor to soups and sauces and is excellent

when paired with beef, chicken or pork.

#3900500

MARSALA COOKING WINE

Size: 4/1 gal

This sweet and mellow cooking wine is a cost-

efficient ingredient that will find a place in any

professional kitchen. Roland® Sauterne

Cooking Wine will add an extra layer of flavor

and brightness to marinades and sauces and is

exquisite in seafood dishes.

#3900520

SAUTERNE COOKING WINE

Size: 4/1 gal

This sweet and mellow cooking wine is a cost-

efficient ingredient that will find a place in any

professional kitchen. Roland® Sauterne

Cooking Wine will add an extra layer of flavor

and brightness to marinades and sauces and is

exquisite in seafood dishes.

#3900530

SHERRY COOKING WINE

Size: 4/1 gal



Roland® Toasted Sesame Oil is made from

toasted white sesame seeds. This aromatic oil

has a distinct nutty flavor that is delicious when

added to marinades and Asian-inspired salad

dressings.

#4570068

TOASTED SESAME OIL

Size: 4/1 gal

Roland® White Truffle Sunflower Oil with White

Truffle Pieces and Artificial Flavor has a pale

golden color and a subtle yet heady truffle

flavor. Only a few drops are necessary to infuse

dishes with a tantalizing truffle aroma.

#4570076

WHITE TRUFFLE SUNFLOWER OIL

Size: 6/8.4 oz

#4570094

WHITE TRUFFLE OIL

Size: 2/5 LT

This sweet and mellow cooking wine is a cost-

efficient ingredient that will find a place in any

professional kitchen. Roland® Sauterne

Cooking Wine will add an extra layer of flavor

and brightness to marinades and sauces and is

exquisite in seafood dishes.

O I L S



S P I C E S

Consul® Spanish Saffron is a fragrant spice

made from the dried stigmas of crocus flowers.

A mere pinch is all that is necessary to infuse

dishes with a heady aroma and vivid gold color.

This product is non-irradiated.

#7630505

PURE SAFFRON

Size: 1/1 oz tin

Green peppercorns and black peppercorns are

actually one and the same. Green peppercorns

are simply picked before maturity. They have a

mild taste and soft texture, enabling them to be

mashed into a paste. Add Roland® Green

Peppercorns in Brine to marinades and brines

for a kick of bright, savory heat.

#3610563

GREEN PEPPERCORNS IN BRINE

Size: 12/30 oz



0816045

0816047

3002820

3010193

3010195

3010200

3010205

3010215

3010216

3010217

3010220

3018037

3020489

3020495

3020497

3020513

3020589

3021549

3030254

3040097

3040098

3040112

3040124

3040999

3046218

3090103

3090104

3090109

3090114

3090116

3090118

3090119

3150264

3150267

3160135

3165315

3165316

3166266

3178512

3187501

3250229

3253016

3255560

3255562

3270821

3300107

3300280

3300282

3300285

3335705

3335715

3335718

3340550

3340555

3340557

3340560

3340562

3340563

3340565

3340566

3340567

3340591

3340593

3340595

3340596

3340598

3340604

3340918

3340919

3340920

3340921

3340922

3340923

3345697

3390261

3390354

3390356

3390360

3415833

3450212

3473501

3480150

3480354

3480367

3480731

3484832

3540901

3600296

3600299

3600300

3600312

3600329

3600372

3610562

3620145

3630576

* PASTE CURRY YELLOW

* CURRY PASTE RED

* MUSHROOMS DRIED PORCINI 1#

* ARTICHOKE HEARTS MARN.JARS

* ARTICHOKE HEARTS SLICED

* ARTICHOKE HEARTS WHOLE 30/4

* ARTICHOKE HEARTS 8-10 CT

* ARTICHOKE HTS ROMAN STY GRIL

* ARTICHOKE HEART GRILLED-ITAL

* ARTICHOKE HEART 6/8 CT

* HEARTS OF PALM

* ARTICHOKE BOTTOMS

* SAUCE ORANGE GINGER FUSION

* SAUCE FUSION TERIYAKI

* CHILI PASTE HARISSA

* SAUCE SHANGHIA FUSION

* CHILI PASTE HARISSA

! SAUCE FISH THAI

* BEAN SPROUTS

* OYSTERS WHOLE BOILED

* ESCARGOT (HELIX) 72 CT

* BEANS DRY LENTIL RED

* BEANS DRY LENTILS GREEN

* SNAILS EXTRA LARGE TIN

* ESCARGOT (X-LRG)72 CT

* CAPER NON PAREILLES SM. JAR

* CAPERS NONPARELLE SM.JARS

* GRAPE LEAVES UNSTUFFED(JARS)

* ROLAND QUINOA PREWASHED

* GRAIN FARO ITALIAN

* QUINOA WHITE

* QUINOA RED

* CLAMS WHOLE BABY IMPORT 10O

* CLAMS MINCED IMPORT

* CREAM OF COCONUT TIN

* SAUCE HOISIN

* SAUCE HOISIN (NO-MSG)

* COCKTAIL MIXER DIRTY OLIVE

* COOKIE AMARETTI

* COUSCOUS ISRAELI COARSE GRN

* RICE CARAROLI

* SAUCE BBQ CHAR SIU

* CHILI GARLIC SAUCE

* SAUCE PICKAPEPPA-JAMAICA

* FRUIT PRESERVED LEMONS

* MANDARIN ORANGE SEGMENTS WHO

* MUSHROOMS DRIED PORCINI

* MUSHROOMS DRY SLICED BOLETS

* MUSHROOM MOREL DRIED&POINTED

* MUSTARD DIJON EXTRA STRONG

* MUSTARD DIJON EXTRA STRONG

* MUSTARD DIJON WITH WINE

* OLIVES UNSTUFFED FOR COCKTA

* OLIVES GREEK COUNTRY MIX

* OLIVES PITTED KALAMATA GREEK

* OLIVES KALAMATA JUMBO

* OLIVE KALAMATA PITTED JARS

* OLIVE MIX PITTED

* OLIVE MIX COUNTRY *BAG*

* OLIVE MIX GREEK COUNTRY PIT.

* OLIVE RED CERIGNOLA

* OLIVES GREEN STUFFED/ANCHOVY

* OLIVES NICOISE

* ANCHOVIE FILLETS/OLIVE OIL

* OLIVES CERIGNOLA - ITALY BAG

* OLIVES PLAIN QUEEN

* OLIVES QUEEN STUFFED 110-12

*OLIVES PITTED CURED

* OLIVES CASTELVETRANO PITTED

* OLIVE MEDLEY FRENCH

* OLIVES CERIGNOLA GREEN

* OLIVES GREEN GREEK PITTED

* OLIVE CRACKED SICILIAN

* SALT FLEUR DE SEL

* PEPPERS DICED SWEET PETITE

* PEPPERS ROASTED RED DICED

* PEPPERS WHOLE RED PIQUILLO

* PEPPERS SWEET PETITE RED

* LYCHEE IN SYRUP

* RICE BASMATI FANCY

* MUSSELS MARINATED JARS

* SAUCE CHILI PINEAPPLE

* SAUCE OYSTER FLAVORED

* MUSHROOMS SHITAKE SLICED DRY

* GLAZE BALSAMIC

* MUSHROOMS SHIITAKE SLCD DRY

* WASABI PEAS BULK

* NOODLES UDON ORGANIC

* NOODLES BUCKWHEAT SOBA

* NOODLES LO MEIN ORGANIC

* NOODLE RICE THAI STICK

* ROLAND BEAN THREAD NOODLES

* PASTA RICE VERMICELLI

* PEPPERCORNS GREEN

* GINGER PICKLED FOR SUSHI

* SALT SEA COARSE

SPECIAL ORDER ITEMS



3630583

3630586

3630628

3680151

3800237

3850107

3850111

3850114

3850220

3850237

3850240

3850246

3850261

3850347

3850427

3850429

3850430

3852516

3890198

3900510

4060038

4060042

4060045

4060048

4060055

4060056

* SEA SALT FINE

* SALT SEA COARSE PAIL

* ROLAND WASABI POWDER

* ROLAND TRUFFLE SHAVINGS (TIN

* RICE SUSHI -CALROSE QUALITY

* GLAZE BALSAMIC ITALY

* VINEGAR BALSAMIC DOP 12YROLD

* VINEGAR BALSAMIC DOP 12YO

* VINEGAR RASPBERRY WINE

* VINEGAR SHERRY WINE*SPAIN*

* VINEGAR WINE WHITE (FRENCH)

* VINEGAR WINE (WHITE) FRENCH

* WINE COOKING WHITE CHABLIS

* VINEGAR RED WINE

* VINEGAR WHITE WINE 

RESERVE

* VINEGAR CHAMPAGNE WHITE

* VINEGAR WHT WINE W/TARRAGON

* VINEGAR APPLE CIDER AGED

* WATER COCONUT WITH PULP CAN

* WINE COOKING BURGUNDY

* CHOCOLATE CORDIAL CUP W/FOIL

* PARFAIT CUP CHOC.TRUFFLE PRA

* CHOCOLATE WHITE SPAGHETTI

* CUP CHOCOLATE TRUFFLE PARFAI

* BOWL CHOCOLATE MARBLED

* CUP CHOCOLATE MARBLE VIC.

* CUPS CHOCOLATE MINI

* CHOCOLATE CUP VICTORIA

* POLENTA ITALY MEDIUM

* POLENTA FINE ITALY QUICK CK

* FIGS WHOLE IN LIGHT SYRUP

* OIL GRAPESEED

*OIL HOT CHILI ROLAND

* OIL SESAME 55 GALLON DRUM

* OIL HAZELNUT

* OIL OLIVE EXTRA VIRGIN ITAL

* OIL OLIVE EXTRA VIRGIN-SPAIN

* OIL OLIVE TUSCAN BOTTLES

* ROLAND ROUGH CUT SUGAR CUBES

* ROLAND SUG.CUBE R/C DEMERARA

* SUGAR CUBES DEMERARA RAW

* SUGAR ROUGH CUT DEMMEREA

* ROLAND TINY CORNICHONS 24OZ

* LEMON WRAPS WITH RIBBON

*CARMELSPREAD DULCE DE DELECHE

* TOMATOES SUNDRIED 10 OZ JARS

* TOMATO SUNDRIED OLIVE/SF OIL

* SEAWEED NORI

* QUAIL EGGS

* SAUCE MELBA

* GLAZE BALSAMIC FIG

4060064

4060065

4105361

4105363

4210456

4570067

4570073

4570089

4570091

4570365

4570368

4570632

4765512

4765514

4765516

4765521

4978524

5341604

5365802

6510890

6510905

6514301

7279430

7430041

7775453

7775491

SPECIAL ORDER ITEMS



www.rolandfoods.com

Favorite Foods, Inc.

www.FavoriteFoods.com/brands-we-carry/roland

(603) 692-4990


